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King High Remembers
Veteran Dan Rios was born in Corona and raised in Lake Elsinore California in
1946. When he was twenty years old, common age to be drafted at, he was drafted into
the U.S Army. Back then if you were still in college you were not drafted and allowed to
finish school. However, he was drafted shortly after completing two years of college
taking a year to work. Mr. Rios wanted to finish school but didn’t have the money for
tuition, so he got a job to help pay for a four year institution. When Mr. Rios was drafted,
his family was very upset like many families dealing with the drafts but, he had many
mixed emotions when he was drafted. After all he was a youngster in his 20s never
been far away for so long from his family, fear of warfare and all it entails yet, there was
also excitement for the new journey ahead were all the emotions going on when
Veteran Dan Rios was drafted. It was September of 1966 when Veteran Dan Rios was
drafted for the Vietnam War. Getting drafted meant getting into shape so he was sent to
Fort Ord in California. Meaning he had to go to a basic training which was a full day of
going through obstacles and training to get into shape usually it was common reps of
Push Ups, marching, sundays formations,DI’s but as I quote “ it was hard all of the basic
training, but the food was actually good, we were able to eat whatever we wanted in the
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mess hall when we were in basic training because we would be exercising so much ”.
After Basic training Veteran Dan Rios had gained 10 pounds of just muscle. Basic
training in the words of Veteran Dan Rios was hard but probably the best shape I was
ever in. After Basic training he was sent for Advanced training in Ft. Belvair in Virginia.
Advance training was basically like school, unlike Basic training where all the draftees
were sent to get whipped into shape and learn the basics to survive. Only few were sent
to Advanced training and it was to teach generator operations and working as a
generating operator. During Basic Training the military had lost Veteran Dan Rios
records and he was considered a hold over until they had found his records. I quote “the
military was known for losing papers all of the time,” they weren’t very organized. The
loss of records, Advanced training, and Basic training took up one year of his two year
draft. After his records were sorted and his advanced training was completed he was
sent to work in the medical unit for a year in Vietnam because he was certified
generator mechanic. However, when he arrived they didn't need one but he had some
clerical experienced so they kept him to help sort out paperwork. He was sent to the
91st Evacuation Hospital the first hospital in Vietnam to serve both civilians and soldiers
wounded in hostel action. Aside from doing clerical work his task was to prepare the
Purple Heart Award presented to soldiers injured in enem combat. After Mr. Rioss time
in Vietnam he had received four medals which were the vietnam service medal,
National defense medal, Vietnamese campaign medal, and a special medal that his
segent put in a request for. The medical unit was one of the safest places to be it was
located in the TUY HOA region. Combat didn't usually get close but, there was one
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instance where it came close and extra men were patrolling the perimeter and at night
you could the tracers showing how close bullets had come. While in Vietnam, he was
able to experience the culture and food. He would get to bring food to the orphaned
children playing with them. He even got to dine at local restaurants. Veteran Dan Rios
had never experienced discrimination when he was at Vietnam and never at basic
training where everyone was together for the meals throughout the day. In the words of
Veteran Dan Rios “it was a very mixed population.” When he had arrived at Vietnam the
war had already been going on for a long time so he wasn’t drafted exactly at the
beginning of the Vietnam war. Throughout all the training Veteran Dan Rios had made
very close friends to which are still very close friends tell this day. Being in the army
wasn’t all serious and busy work but there was time to still party. Veteran Dan Rios
along with a few friends would go out to the city to party and enjoy time with friends as
long as it was safe for them to go out into the city but as time went on it got scarier to go
out to the city so and I quote “we couldn’t go out to the city because it got dangerous.”
As time went on their was still some fun left. Getting to meet the occasional celebrity
that came by was another exciting part. The most notable celebrity Veteran Dan Rios
was able to meet was Ted Kennedy. After being in the medical unit for a year his draft
service came to an end completing his two years of service in the military. Coming
home he was met by his family who were overjoyed with his return.
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